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Episode #8 Show Notes: More Time with Ms. Harlow 

 

I thought I was ready to say goodbye to Jean Harlow at the close of Episode 7.  It turns out that there’s more to see 

here and more to say.  Since Episode 7 dropped a couple of weeks ago, I read Harlow’s novel Today is Tonight.  

Great literature it is not.  The storyline is, well, pretty kooky.  The writing is amateur, like something a gifted 

teenage girl with romantic notions my pen in her journal.  Harlow attempted—and not successfully—to give her 

heroine, Judy Lansdowne, some dimension by peppering the narrative with stream-of-consciousness passages 

aimed at disclosing Judy’s innermost thoughts.  All of the characters, however—including Judy—seem to be of a flat 

stock. The dialogue sounded as if it were pulled from a Harlow movie script, full of sarcasm and a cadence 

characteristic of the era in which it was written.  Yes, you could list a number of things wrong with this book.  

And yet—dare I admit it?—it was entertaining.  I suppose Today is Tonight is a classic study of a book “so bad it’s 

good.”   It took a turn I should have expected and should have been able to detect from a mile away—but instead I 

found myself surprised. Most interesting, however, is what I believe to be the autobiographical nature of the book.  

The choices her heroine makes, her responses to a steep downward spiral in her circumstances, and her 

assessment and handling of the men in her life, reveal something about Harlow the woman that is never hinted at 

in interview of Harlow the star.  So, before we leave Ms. Harlow for good, let’s visit her one last time and catch a 

fading glimpse of her glamourous and storied life. 

  

 

~ Jennifer Passariello, Circa 19xx 

 

Today is Tonight: Context 

Jean Harlow’s agent, Arthur Landau, wrote the forward to Today is Tonight.  It’s included here because he was her 

friend, and as such, he offers a unique perspective on Jean’s motivation to write, as well as what shaped the story 

depicted in her novel. 

 
During my association with Jean Harlow, I was fortunate, both as her agent and as her 

intimate friend, to know her as few people ever have the opportunity to know a 

Hollywood film star.  I use the word “star” in the Hollywood sense, because that 

characterization of Jean probably generated more of her personal unhappiness than 

did any other factor in her life. 
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Jean Harlow was a Hollywood star, but more than anything else, she wanted to be a 

true performer and creative person.  Neither the studios which employed her nor the 

people who purchased tickets to see her perform ever gave her the chance to discover 

whether or not she could become a true performer.  In her private life, Jean was an 

introvert given to introspection, music, and reading.  At the studios and on stage, Jean 

was an extrovert, for that was the role she had to play. 

 
Today is Tonight was a manifestation of her desire to create, as distinguished from 

merely performing.  Its genesis occurred in a peculiar way.  One day in 1933 or 

1934—the exact date escapes me, and I did not compile a written chronology of the 

events—Jean called me and asked me to meet her at the studio where she was then 

filming a picture for MGM.  During that meeting, she informed me that she intended 

to write a book.  When I questioned her as to her ability to devise and prepare a story 

for such a manuscript she stated that the story came to her, virtually complete, in a 

dream and that the dream had created in her a compelling urgency to write the story.  

Jean and I had several more conversations during the laborious preparation of her 

manuscript, during which I gave my constant assurances that I would help her in any 

way I could. 

 

After the manuscript was completed, nothing was done with it during Jean’s lifetime.   

It lay dormant, treasured only as an interesting memento, until after Jean’s death, 

when her mother sold the motion picture rights to the manuscript to MGM, reserving 

publication rights.  After Mrs. Bello [Jean’s mother] died, the publication rights to the 

manuscript passed to Mrs. Ruth Hamp who, with her husband, was one of Jean’s 

closest friends. 

 
Because of the renewed interest in Jean Harlow, life and her death, her victories and 

her defeats, and after long conversations with Mrs. Hamp, it was finally decided by 

her that the time had come to publish the manuscript in an effort to help Jean’s 

friends and the reading public in general to understand that Jean, although a victim, 

possibly of many things beyond her control and beyond the control of any human 

protection, wanted more than anything else to be a creative person, and did have a 

mind and a depth of understanding which surpassed the superficial characterizations 

she performed on the screen. 

       ~Arthur Landau 
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Today is Tonight: The Plotline 

Today is Tonight takes place in the 1920s in the glamorous period right before the bottom fell out of the economy 

in response to the stock market crash.  As the book opens, we observe the main characters living a life of 

decadence and leisure. However, soon tragedy befalls them, and from there on out the story centers on the 

characters’ response to that tragedy and their survival in the new normal of the Great Depression.   

 
This opening passage below is characteristic of Harlow’s writing style throughout the novel. 

 

Something is tickling my nose.  Something yellow.  It must be the sheet— 

 She raised a pale brown hand, which felt strangely ownerless, and 

flicked away the corner of the yellow sheet which had fluttered across her 

face.  It was a satin sheet, the color of a pale young begonia bud. 

 That was a good tan I had this summer.  I’m still a bit brown.  Yes.  

Quite brown compared with the white below the bathing suit line.  Even 

that isn’t as white as I really am.  Funny that a man should want you tanned 

all over.  No.  It isn’t funny.  I like it.  And the oil feels so—so wicked on 

your skin.  No wonder those SOUTH SEA ISLAND trollops are— 

 She could not finish the sentence, even mentally. She was completely 

relaxed. Even when she thought of herself, it was like considering another 

person. 

 Where’s my nightgown?  Oh, yes—down there by my feet.  And it cost 

Fifty-five dollars.  It looked like an evening gown—but not now.  Maybe that’s 

why— 

 Without turning her head she became aware of something on the pillow 

next to hers. 

 That’ll be three orchids.  There were two a year ago today, and one the 

year before that.  But I can’t be bothered now.  Later I’ll look.  Shall I sleep 

or shall I think?  I can’t sleep yet.  And I’m thinking without wanting to.  

Shall I put my nightie on?  Why should I?  There’s no-body to see me—and 

if there were— 

 She smiled in a sudden flush of reminiscence.  Recent reminiscence. 

 If I go to sleep, I know I won’t dream about anything as nice as I’m 

thinking about.  I like to sleep.  I love to sleep.  I have to sleep a lot.  But 

not now— 

 

Throughout the novel 

Harlow employs the use of 

stream-of-consciousness 

monologues to give us a 

glimpse of Judy’s interior 

life and the psychology 

behind her responses to 

the events around her. 

 

She does not necessarily 

use this device to good 

effect; we don’t really learn 

anything of value about 

Judy from these passages.  

The characters in this story 
are generally flat. 

Harlow’s writing style was 

heavily influenced by her 

films, which tended to 

feature clipped, interrupted 

and overlapping dialogue.  

Even in these opening 

paragraphs we can see the 

interrupted or “clipped” 

nature of Judy’s thinking 

patterns.  Em dashes 

signify an interrupted 
through. 
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Today is Tonight: What one critic had to say 

Harlow’s book was published in 1965, and I was unable to find much press about it from that period—or any 

other period, for that matter.  It seems Today is Tonight is a forgotten book that was never fully remembered.  I 

was able to find one article from a 1965 issue of the 

New York Times about it.  The critic is a man 

name Richard Lingeman, and he doesn’t appear to 

have taken Harlow’s book very seriously.  At one 

point, he does ask the question, “Did Jean Harlow 

really write this competently-plotted pastiche of 

Elinor Glyn, Jean Harlow movies, and all the 

romantic Saturday Evening Post fiction of the 

twenties and thirties?”   

 
A competent-plotted pastiche?  While Lingeman 

seemed to poke fun at the book, he seems to give 

the plot more credit than I do.  But was it a 

pastiche of Jean Harlow movies?  Yes, definitely. 

 
“Consider [Today is Tonight] a mental movie,” he 

writes.  “It should be read, if at all, in a spirit of 

motion picture reverie. 

 
“First: darken your mind.  Next, hold a mental 

screening of some simple-minded, flip, sexy, 

chromium-plated Thirties comedies.  As the images 

drift through your anodized brain, pick up a copy 

of Today is Tonight, grab a handful of popcorn, 

and turn the pages slowly, reading a snatch here 

and there and not troubling yourself with the 

story.” 

 
He goes on to say that “A psychiatrist might make something of the Lady Godiva theme.  The author has Judy 

insist several times that even though performing nude, she is triumphantly innocent, while the spectators are either 

dirty-minded or morbidly curious.  This plea, coming as it does from America’s leading sex symbol from the 

Thirties reveals a certain defensiveness.”  
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About the ankle bracelet… 

Judy Lansdowne’s ankle bracelet of dainty little pearls played an important role in Today is Tonight; it was the 

identifier that confirmed Judy’s true identity as she masqueraded on stage in the role of Lady Godiva.  Was an 

ankle bracelet an unusual choice of accessory in in the 1930s?  Not really.  In fact Jean Harlow famously wore one 

on her left ankle.  A quick Google search will call up scores of photos of her wearing it.  Hers was a thin platinum 

chain. 

 
There is some lore attached to Harlow’s ankle bracelet; several online blog 

posts state that Harlow considered the bracelet a lucky charm (apparently she 

owned two “lucky charms”:  the anklet and a special mirror).  If so, hers was 

a misplaced faith; she was anything but lucky.  There is also some speculation 

as to where she got the bracelet.  Some have suggested it was a gift to her 

from the mobster “Bugsy” Siegel; others claim it was her husband Paul Bern 

who gave it to her when they were dating.  Of course, she could have 

purchased the bracelet herself. 

 
Harlow’s attachment to her ankle bracelet may have been due to its symbol for youthful rebellion.  In the book 

Platinum Girl by Eve Golden, one of Harlow's childhood friends explained that Jean was disciplined at her prep 

school for wearing an ankle bracelet.  "Several of us wore them, but exception had to be taken," her friend stated.  

Furious, Jean packed her bags, ready to leave the school. Her friend calmed her down and she stayed.   

 
There doesn’t seem to be any record of what happened to Harlow’s 

platinum anklet.  Was she buried with it?  Possibly.  But, I did find a 

super cute charm bracelet of hers that had come up for auction at 

Christie’s a few years ago.  The charms were given to her by her co-

stars over the years:  the telephone was from Clark Gable, the 

microphone & film projector from Louis B. Mayer, the dog, fan, 

water wagon, fireman’s hat, thermometer, and toilet from William 

Powell.  It also included a key, mailbox, and cup with BABY 

(Harlow’s nickname) engraved on it. 

 

 

Saratoga 

Saratoga was Jean Harlow’s last film.  In it, she played Carol Clayton, engaged to a millionaire, who tries to get the 

deed to her family’s farm back from a bookie (played by Clark Gable), who was given the deed to the farm in 

payment for Carol’s father’s gambling debits.  The story itself is not that enthralling; most people who see this film 

Jean Harlow’s charm bracelet.  It sold in 2006 for 

$3, 840. 

Here is a low resolution photo of Harlow 

wearing her ankle bracelet. 
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are distracted by the true-life story going on in the background:  Harlow’s illness and eventual death.  While the 

film was nearly completed at that time, there were still some scenes that still needed to be shot.  This put the 

studio, MGM, in a difficult position.  Louis B Mayer make the following statement to the Los Angeles Times: 

 

The story Saratoga in the form it was photographed up to this time is no more.  

In accordance with our policy, it was written for two distinct, strong 

personalities, Clark Gable and Jean Harlow.  Jean Harlow has passed on.  

Therefore production on the picture will be indefinitely delayed until we can 

rewrite the story to fit some other feminine personality.  All that has been 

photographed to date, and we were within a week of the picture's completion, 

will be scrapped. 

 

But, Jean Harlow’s fans demanded the film be released with Harlow in it, so the studio set about reworking the 

script a bit and found an actress, Mary Dees, to step in as her double in a handful of remaining scenes. 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Favorite Thing of the Week 

This week’s Favorite Thing is a super cute faux tortoise shell link necklace I picked up at my local Dillards 

Department Store earlier this week.  I love tortoise shell.  It’s an elevated neutral classic that you can wear with 

everything—which would make it a great signature necklace (and hey, I’ve never had a “signature” anything—so 

maybe now I do!).  Something surprising about this necklace:  it’s from Southern Living, the brand I most 

associate with the home décor magazine.  So…apparently they have a line of jewelry now?  

Jean Harlow Mary Dees 


